The permeability of the membrane with respect to different ion species determines the flux which is applied. The membrane flux boundary condition f k defined in the paper is taken from [1] . The transmembrane fluxes for ion species k ([K + ] and [Na + ]) is derived from the Hodgkin-Huxley membrane current
, where E k is the reversal potential for ion species k given by Nernst equation 
The total conductances for k = K + or k = Na + are respectively
The leak parts g L K and g L Na , given in Table 2 , stand for the leak conductances and the voltage-dependent parts g v K and g v Na are defined by 
with the corresponding rate functions
Thus, computing the flux's function (1) requires the resolution of ordinary differential equations (2)-(4). These equations were solved with the same time discretization approach (Gear) that we used to solve the main electrodiffusion equations which is described in the main document.
